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Welcome Erik Molvar!

By Travis Bruner and Jon Marvel
      
      It is our great pleasure to welcome
Erik Molvar, the new Executive Director
of  Western Watersheds Project. Erik
has a long history of  activism in the
West, especially on protecting sage-
grouse habitat, and we’ve always been
impressed with his work. His desire to
lead WWP into the future is a great
boon for the organization and the imper-
iled landscapes of  America’s public
lands. 

      Erik brings over fifteen years of
experience working in the conservation
nonprofit arena to this leadership role.
He’s worked most recently for our allies,
WildEarth Guardians, and spent eight
years as Executive Director of  the
Biodiversity Conservation Alliance (BCA)
in Wyoming. WWP and BCA worked
together on several projects and certainly
shared a vision and commitment for
protecting species and watersheds from
industrialization and destruction. WWP
also worked closely with Erik at WildEarth
Guardians on sage-grouse land man-
agement plan amendments and legislative
lobbying in D.C. Many of  WWP’s current
staff  have experience working with Erik
already, and he’s a good fit with the
organizational culture and spirit. 
      Erik’s educational background in
Wildlife Biology (B.S., Univ. Montana)
and Wildlife Management (M.S, Univ.
Alaska at Fairbanks) and his personal

interests in hiking, flyfishing, hunting,
and skiing also mean that he brings
extensive scientific evidence and personal
perspective to issues facing western
wildlife species and their habitat.
Additionally, Erik is interested in historic
home renovations and painting. He has
three children, ages 16, 14, and 9 who
live in Laramie, and his partner of  four
years, Lori Howe, is a published poet
and PhD candidate. 
      Being the ED of  WWP is a tough
job, and the leadership role of  such a
hard-hitting group can, at times, feel
like one is being used for target practice.
But WWP’s strong staff, thoughtful
Board of  Directors, smart and savvy
Advisory Board, and our many interested
and engaged members makes it so that
the ED isn’t alone at the top. We think
that Erik’s energy and intellect will inspire
great things. 

Welcome, Erik! 
Travis Bruner provides strategic and diplo-

matic leadership on the Four Forests
Restoration Initiative as the Arizona

Forests Program Manager for the Grand
Canyon Trust.

Jon Marvel is enjoying retirement and fight-
ing to conserve public lands on the Board of

Directors for the Sagebrush Habitat
Conservation Fund.
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New WWP Executive Director marches in solidarity with the Standing Rock Lakota
against the Dakota Access Pipeline.



Ag Industry Abandons
Frivolous Trespass
Lawsuit 

By Greta Anderson

    Good news! We’ve
prevailed in the
Wyoming lawsuit
brought by anti-WWP
attorney Karen Budd-
Falen and a small cell
of  Wyoming ranchers

who sought to stop our important grazing
monitoring work in the state. 
      In June 2014, the ranchers brought
a frivolous lawsuit that alleged trespass,
sullied our reputation in the media, and
hoped to force WWP to pay hundreds
of  thousands of  dollars in punitive dam-
ages and severely restrict our access to
public lands. This was done in retaliation
for WWP’s Wyoming office having
revealed extreme water quality impacts
on public watercourses, pollution arising
from private grazing operations. 
      Armed with maps and wild specu-
lation, the ranchers and Budd-Falen

accused WWP of  having trespassed to
collect the water samples as a way of
getting at WWP’s financial stability.
Attorney Budd-Falen admitted as much
in a subscription-only interview with
Livestock Weekly in July 2015. She dis-
closed that she “figured out a way, that
in certain circumstances,” there is a way
to sue “radical environmental groups,”
and described that she thought it was
fun to try to attack our work. She also
gloated about having sought WWP’s
financial data, and suing for monetary
punitive damages, with the hope that

such penalties would be “the only thing
[WWP] is going to listen to.” 
      When it became clear last spring
that the court wasn’t going to order any
punitive damages because WWP did
not, the ranchers quickly moved to settle
the case. WWP admitted to minor, inci-
dental, and inadvertent trespass on roads
where ownership boundaries were unclear.
The ranchers got nothing more than an
agreement that WWP won’t access public
lands through restricted private acreage
– the same rules that apply to every
other person driving in the West.
      Settling this case and getting it off
our docket means we can go back to
doing the important work of documenting
water quality violations, habitat impacts,
and trespass grazing abuses caused by
cattle and sheep operations on public
lands. And, it means we can now turn
our focus on overturning the State of
Wyoming’s data censorship statutes that
remain a disturbing threat to scientific
work on public lands in Wyoming. WWP
is currently appealing the adverse decision
issued last spring in that case. 
      Thanks to all WWP’s members and
supporters for sticking with us through
these troubling and frivolous legal alle-
gations! 

Greta Anderson is WWP’s Deputy
Director. She lives in Tucson, AZ.
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Cattle pollute waterways with toxic bacteria in Wyoming
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Boulder-White Clouds
Allotment Retired!

By Kristin Ruether

    For decades, WWP
founder Jon Marvel eyed
a stunning 432-acre ranch
near the mouth of Idaho’s
East Fork Salmon River,
boasting over a mile of
East Fork frontage and

set against dramatic cliffs across the river.
The property held the grazing permits for
almost 60,000 acres of federal public lands,
much of it in the wild East Fork watershed,
where WWP had gotten its start bidding
on state land grazing leases. Jon saw the
potential to create a grazing-free refuge in
this important landscape, and in early 2000
when the ranch went up for sale, he and a
WWP supporter hatched the ambitious
idea of  purchasing the ranch and retiring
the associated grazing permits. 
      This plan encountered more roadblocks,
by more opponents, over a longer period
of time, than anyone could have imagined.
But after sixteen years of relentless tenacity
by WWP, its supporters, volunteers, and
attorneys, that dream has largely become a
reality. In August 2016, the BLM Spud
Creek allotment was officially and permanently
closed to livestock grazing; and four of  the
five other allotments are also effectively
closed. What follows is a brief  history of
how it happened.
      After the ranch was purchased in 2000
by Valley Sun LLC, the property was chris-
tened as the “Greenfire Preserve.” WWP
hired an energetic ranch manager, Stew
Churchwell. Stew and volunteers began
restoring the property, including removing
miles of  barbed wire fencing and creating
gaps in the property boundary fence for
wildlife passage.
      The Greenfire Preserve had the permits
for three Forest Service grazing allotments
– the Salmon River Breaks, Spud Creek,
and Obsidian – and three Bureau of  Land

Management (BLM) allotments – Spud
Creek, Thompson Creek, and Bradshaw
Basin (jointly held with other permittees). 
      Under arcane Forest Service rules, a
new grazing permittee must “validate” a
grazing permit by turning out 90% of  the
permitted numbers of  livestock on the
allotment. Valley Sun and WWP investigated
options for validating the permits, such as
purchasing cattle from the Nature
Conservancy to place on the allotments for
one day. Those options did not work out,
meaning the Forest Service permits were
never officially transferred to Valley Sun. 
      However, long-term rest creates a certain
bureaucratic inertia. With the allotments
rested for years, WWP received commitments
from the Forest Service to conduct an envi-
ronmental analysis before reopening any
of  them to grazing by another permittee.
Thus far, the agency hasn’t mustered the
effort to do so. In fact, in 2012, the small
600-acre Obsidian allotment was permanently
closed by the Sawtooth National Forest

Supervisor. WWP held a work party to
remove all the internal fencing.
      BLM’s rules are theoretically more for-
giving of grazing rest. They allow a permittee
to apply for permission to rest an allotment
each year for reasons including conservation,
and for the first few years, BLM approved
WWP’s request to do so. But in 2008, BLM
began to deny Greenfire Preserve permission
to take conservation non-use, claiming there
was no justification to do so. In 2009, BLM
formally cited Valley Sun for taking unau-
thorized non-use, and simultaneously issued
a decision allowing a neighboring rancher
to graze Spud Creek. Valley Sun and WWP
aggressively fought these actions, and quickly
achieved success in blocking the decision
to allow the neighboring rancher to graze. 
      At the same time, livestock interests
lobbied the U.S. Attorney’s office for assistance
in harassing Valley Sun and WWP.
Astoundingly, they were successful. DOJ
began a criminal investigation into whether
false statements were made to the federal

6 Messenger

Frog Lake, White Cloud Mountains in the Sawtooth National Recreation Area
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government, a charge that threatened prison
time of  up to five years. The purported
falsities were early statements that Valley
Sun and WWP made when seeking per-
mission for non-use, implying they were
considering acquiring cattle (as noted, com-
pletely true). With the assistance of a stellar
legal team including famed criminal attorney
David Nevins and Laird Lucas, the prose-
cution’s case quickly collapsed. 
      After that ugly incident, BLM tried to
cancel the Greenfire grazing permits outright
in 2010 for a variety of  reasons including
the failure to graze it with livestock. But
with the assistance of  Advocates for the
West, an administrative law judge twice
ruled against the agency, halting the cancellation
pending a hearing. BLM finally saw the
writing on the wall and withdrew its can-
cellation decisions in February 2011. Soon
thereafter, Valley Sun waived back the
Thompson Creek permit on BLM’s promise
to keep it closed, and BLM reissued the
Spud Creek and Bradshaw Basin permits
to Valley Sun, which continued to take non-
use.  
      Finally, in 2015, Congress passed the
Sawtooth National Recreation Area and
Jerry Peak Wilderness Additions Act, a
wilderness bill that included a grazing retire-
ment provision affecting 750,000 acres. (See
Spring 2016 Messenger for more info.) In
spring 2016, Valley Sun LLC (now owned
by the Younger family), with the assistance
of  the Sagebrush Habitat Conservation
Fund, waived the Spud Creek permit back
to BLM.  BLM officially retired the permit
in a short letter on August 23, 2016, just
over 16 years after the purchase of  the
Greenfire Preserve. Our favorite phrase in
the letter? “[A]ny and all livestock use of
the Spud Creek Allotment . . . will be forever
terminated.” 
      WWP is grateful to everyone who made
this ambitious dream happen. 

Kristin is WWP’s Senior Attorney and rep-
resented Valley Sun and WWP in challeng-
ing BLM’s Greenfire permit cancellations

while she worked at Advocates for the West.

Justin Pidot receives the 2016
Sagebrush Sentinel Award!

   It is with great pleasure and honor that Western Watersheds
Project recognizes Justin Pidot as the recipient of  the 2016
Sagebrush Sentinel Award!
   In particular, Western Watersheds Project is indebted to
Justin for his impressive legal representation and expertise
defending our work in Wyoming. Western Watersheds Project

immeasurably benefitted from Justin’s pro bono representation both in
challenging the State of  Wyoming’s Data Censorship Statutes and defending
Western Watersheds Project against a frivolous trespass suit in the state. The
truth is, without Justin, Western Watersheds Project might be struggling to
work in Wyoming, but with his help we are on the offensive!
      The Sagebrush Sentinel Award is given annually to an individual who
has shown an outstanding commitment to preserving the environment. The
award was established in honor of  Jon Marvel, the founding director of
Western Watersheds Project. Jon’s steadfast and tenacious environmentalism
changed the West, and has inspired many of  us to continue challenging the
status quo extractive vision that has been fragmenting and degrading the
landscape for centuries. 
      As the 2016 Sagebrush Sentinel recipient, Justin’s name will be added to
the plaque developed by local Hailey artist Tom Teitge, and displayed online
at www.westernwatersheds.org/sagebrush-sentinel. 

Congratulations Justin and Thank You! 

Justin sea kayaking in Glacier Bay National Park



The north border of the Spud Creek Allotment runs adjacent to the Salmon River.

Years of rest have allowed Spud Creek to recover from grazing.
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Legend
Spud Creek Allotment
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Profanity Peak Wolves
Killed for Livestock

By Paul Ruprecht

    Each year, govern-
ment agencies kill thou-
sands of  native
predators across the
West as a subsidy to
ranchers who graze live-
stock on our public

lands. As this practice increasingly comes
to light, condemnation of  it continues
to grow. Late this summer, public anger
and disgust boiled over when Washington’s
Department of  Fish and Wildlife
(WDFW) gunned down members of
the Profanity Peak wolf  pack after the
wolves preyed on cows grazing in the
Colville National Forest.  While not an
isolated incident, this slaughter nonetheless
illustrates why killing wildlife to benefit
the livestock industry is so misguided.
      First, nearly all of  the Profanity Peak
pack’s territory is Forest Service public
lands in the rugged and remote Kettle
Range. The area is currently proposed
as wilderness in the Colville Forest Plan
revision. It is a place where wolves should
be free to act like wolves.  Second, the
permittee whose cows were killed
unloaded the cattle only four miles from
the pack’s den. Cows and calves were
milling around the den within days. He
then placed salt blocks, which attract
cows, on the wolf  pack’s rendezvous
site (the area where the pups wait while
the adults are hunting). Livestock displace
the favored prey of  wolves: elk and deer.
Small wonder, then, when wolves attack
cows instead. 
      Six cows were confirmed killed or
injured by the Profanity Peak wolves in
July and early August. In response,
WDFW authorized killing the entire
pack of  11–12 wolves. Wolves have
never been reintroduced to Washington;
they have begun to repopulate the state

on their own from Canada and sur-
rounding states. To date, the population
has only reached 90 wolves. In other
words, WDFW gave the go-ahead to
eliminate over 10% of  the wolves in
the state—for killing a half  dozen cows
on public land, for which the owner
was already compensated. And this was
not the first time that the rancher involved
has caused wolf  killings. In 2012, WDFW
killed the nearby Wedge Pack after con-
flicts with his cattle. 
      The Forest Service shares the blame
for this killing. Nothing requires the
Colville National Forest to authorize
grazing in areas where livestock are likely
to come into conflict with wolves. But
authorizing livestock in areas like the
Kettle Crest and expecting wolves to
avoid them—then trapping and shooting
them from helicopters when they do
not—is truly senseless.
      Adding to the controversy, some
groups, including Defenders of  Wildlife,
the Humane Society of  the United States,
and Conservation Northwest, supported
the killing. The Washington Cattlemen’s
Association issued a statement expressing
their “gratitude and appreciation” to
those groups for doing so, and praising

their “courage.”  And then Washington
State University issued a shameful apology
for the accurate statements of  a respected
ecologist at the university’s Large Carnivore
Conservation Lab about the grazing
permittee’s sloppy operation.
      On September 1, several environ-
mental groups, including WWP, and
approximately 100 citizens rallied outside
the Department of  Natural Resources
building in Olympia, demanding a halt
to the ongoing wolf  killings, and calling
for wildlife managers to prioritize wildlife
over the private profits of  ranchers.
The senselessness of  livestock grazing
in wolf  habitat was a message repeated
during the day. It is a message that WWP
repeats loudly and frequently, and will
do so until the balance tips towards
allowing wildlife to be wild in wild places.
      WDFW suspended the hunt at the
end of  the grazing season, after having
killed 7 of  the pack's wolves. Another
wolf, a pup, is also presumed to have
died, leaving only four wolves in the
pack. 

Paul Ruprecht is WWP’s Staff  Attorney.
He lives in Portland, OR.
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In September, citizens rallied outside the Department of Natural Resources building in
Olympia, demanding a halt to wolf killings.
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WWP takes on Wildlife
Services

By Kristin Ruether

In what has become a
sick annual tradition,
the U.S. Department
of  Agriculture’s
“Wildlife Services” aeri-
ally gunned down 20
wolves in central Idaho’s

Clearwater National Forest earlier this
year.  This is in addition to the dozens
of  wolves the agency kills at the behest
of  livestock ranchers around Idaho each
year—and the hundreds of  wolves now
killed by private hunters and trappers
every year. 
      WWP and allies are fighting back.
On June 1, we filed a federal court case
against Wildlife Services for violating
federal requirements to analyze its wolf
killing actions.
      Wildlife Services’ killing is conducted
under the auspices of  a 2011 document
that purported to analyze the environ-
mental impacts of  the agency’s wolf-
killing across Idaho. But a close review
reveals the plan is flawed and outdated.
It was written when wolves were still
protected under the Endangered Species

Act—before Congress shamefully ordered
wolves delisted via a legislative rider. It
assumed that wolves would either remain
listed, or that a 2008 Idaho Fish and
Game Department (IDFG) plan to
maintain 500 or more wolves would
remain in effect. 
      But that assumption was wrong. In
fact, after delisting IDFG reverted to
an obsolete 2002 plan drafted by the
Legislature, calling for a mere 15 wolf
packs, or about 150 wolves, in the state. 
      To implement that goal, IDFG has
instituted liberal wolf  hunting and
trapping seasons that result in the killing
of  hundreds of  wolves every year (256
in 2015). It has also issued new elk man-
agement plans that call for aggressive
reductions of  wolf  populations where
elk are not meeting IDFG’s artificial
population objectives—even in
Wilderness.  
      Wildlife Services did not consider
any of  these serious cumulative impacts
on Idaho wolf  populations. In addition,
a wealth of  new science has revealed
that killing wolves has unintended con-
sequences.  In fact, one study found
that killing wolves can actually increase
cattle depredation, as intact wolf  packs
are less likely to prey upon livestock
than lone wolves. This calls into question

the basic premise of  Wildlife Services’
killings for ranchers. 
      New information has also emerged
regarding wolves’ importance to trophic
cascades, or the effects of  large predators
that ripple across the ecosystem. For
example, the presence of  wolves alters
elk activity, which in turn protects riparian
systems where elk browse. So removing
wolves can cause widespread watershed
impacts, something the federal agencies
should consider.  
      WWP is pressing Wildlife Services
to supplement its analysis of  its Idaho
wolf-killing program and conduct a full
Environmental Impact Statement.
Importantly, we are asking the court to
order Wildlife Services to stop killing
wolves in Idaho until it has done so. 
      WWP and our allies (Center for
Biological Diversity, Friends of  the
Clearwater, WildEarth Guardians
and Predator Defense)  are represented
by Advocates for the West and WWP
attorneys. We’re proud to bring some
much-needed scrutiny onto Wildlife
Services, which has traditionally operated
behind the scenes, and are hopeful this
action will lead to less persecution of
wild Idaho wolves.

Kristin Ruether is WWP’s Senior Attorney.
She lives in Boise, ID.
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A Wildlife Services trapper sics his dog on a trapped coyote.
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National Park Service
Abandons its Mission 

By Jonathan Ratner

    The mission of  the
National Park Service
is to “[p]reserve unimpaired
the natural and cultural
resources and values of  the
National Park System for
the enjoyment, education,

and inspiration of  this and future generations.” 
Well, that is the theory at least. 
      While most national parks do not
allow livestock grazing, thirteen parks
still do. For the last 5 years, WWP’s
Wyoming Office has been dealing with
two of  these in Utah: Glen Canyon
National Recreation Area, which has
the largest grazing program of  any Park
at 762,361 acres, and the adjacent Capitol
Reef  National Park.
      Through extensive acquisition of
records from both Parks and our own
data collection, WWP has found that
when livestock use and the National
Park Service’s conservation mission
clash, it is really no contest. The National
Park Service abandons its mission and
grovels at the hooves of  the sacred cow.
      Capitol Reef  National Park contains
significant portions of  the habitat of
two rare and federally-protected cacti
that are harmed by livestock grazing.
Cattle are jeopardizing the very existence
of  these species yet has the Park has
failed to muster the courage to put its
mission ahead of  appeasement of  the
livestock industry.
      The Park Service had never bothered
to even conduct an environmental analysis
on the impacts of  its grazing program
on Park resources until they were sued
by WWP in 2014. After announcing it
would undertake a new review, the Park
issued new interim grazing permits under
a “Categorical Exclusion,”(CE), a type
of  cursory analyses that also breaks the

law. WWP amended its case against NPS
for these additional violations. 
      The agency has recently begun an
analysis of  its grazing program but,
from the outset, it enshrines livestock
grazing as a “right” and not a “privilege,”
exceeding even the Bureau of  Land
Management and Forest Service. The
new analysis trots out the usual ‘solutions’
to livestock-caused degradation such as
the industrialization of  wildlands with
fences, pipelines and water developments,
without recognizing that these are live-
stock-caused degradation too. 
      WWP recently collected vegetation
data inside and outside of 30-year livestock
exclosures at Capitol Reef to help demon-

strate the severe impact livestock grazing
is causing to Park resources. Grazed
areas had less then 57 percent of  the
vascular plant diversity of  exclosures,
and 260 to 1,325% more bare ground
than the protected areas! Biological soil
crust, another critical component of
soil stability, was also decimated in the
grazed samples. 
      Many areas are showing severe soil
disturbance and erosion. Yet, nearly a
half  century after the establishment of
the Park, the Park Service has done
nothing but watch as our national heritage
is destroyed.
      The legislation that established Glen
Canyon National Recreation Area gives
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On the Soda allotment, a solar water pump has acted as a livestock exclosure for the past
ten years. Inside, the Indian ricegrass is healthy and vigorous at two feet tall and root

crowns over a foot in diameter. 

Complete devastation caused by cattle. 
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the Bureau of  Land Management respon-
sibility for only “the administration of
grazing leases,” but in the entire history
of  this Park, the Bureau of  Land
Management has instead controlled
every aspect of  grazing on its 762,361
acres, with disastrous results. 
      One irritated Superintendent in the
1970’s wrote:
      “The point I am trying to make is
that although BLM is directed to admin-
ister any grazing leases which are author-
ized by the Service, the jurisdiction over
the lands involved, and consequently
the determination as to the lands to be
grazed is vested in the National Park
Service. Somewhere in our discussion

with BLM, this important distinction
in authority is being disregarded or over-
looked, and I believe it must be clearly
recognized as a foundation upon which
any meaningful cooperation between
the two agencies must be based” (empha-
sis in the original).
      Clearly he was not supported by his
superiors, and so the impacts of  livestock
continued to this day. Records reviewed
by WWP from the late 1960’s to present
show that the Park Service is fully aware
of  the degradation of  Park resources,
but is not engaging in any way to improve
the situation. 
      Historical documents even show
that the Park Service is fully aware that

archeological resources are being destroyed
by livestock use but has not prevented
it. Almost ten years ago, the Bureau of
Land Management illegally permitted
the drilling of  a well and the bulldozing
of  a stock pond on Park lands. No
survey work was done prior to approval
but some years after the drilling, the
Park Service did a survey of  the area
and concluded:
      “The effects of  cattle grazing are
anathema to the archeological record.
Although it may not be politically possible
to permanently withdraw the Soda
Allotment from grazing, not doing so
is a death warrant for scientific study
and preservation of  its archeological
record.”
      In a 2003 report on the grazing pro-
gram, the Park Service found a stunning
65% of  the archeological sites it assessed
were categorized in the “moderate” and
“severe” categories of  livestock impacts,
which the report defined as:
      “A moderate impact is one that will
result in irreparable damage to the
integrity of  the resource and the loss
of  information if  action to correct the
impact is not taken within 5 years. Sites
identified as having severe impacts receive
that rating because the resource has
been so badly damaged by grazing activ-
ities that the resource will be significantly
damaged or irretrievably lost if  action
is not taken within 2 years.”
      Thirteen years later, the report is
gathering dust and no actions have been
taken. Impacts to foundational biological
resources are similarly being ignored. 
      Its a painful and unfortunate reality,
but even the National Park Service, our
most esteemed land management agency,
spinelessly supplicates before the mythical
holy cow.

Jonathan Ratner is WWP’s Wyoming,
Colorado & Utah Director. He lives in

Pinedale, WY.

Outside of the pump exclosure, average root crowns are around two inches and grazed
heavily. Many plants have been ripped out by the roots.

Beautiful vistas in Capitol Reef National Park.
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Utah BLM Almost
Does the Right Thing,
But Doesn’t

By Laura Welp

   It was difficult for
those of  us reviewing
the Bureau of  Land
Management's (BLM’s)
Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS)
to believe: Plans for

two new BLM administered National
Conservation Areas (NCAs) appeared
to be prioritizing natural resource pro-
tection over development in the southern
Utah! Emphasis, unfortunately, on “draft”.  
      The Omnibus Public Lands
Management Act (OPLMA) of  2009
created two Natural Conservation Areas
(NCAs) on the St. George Field Office,
and the BLM had to prepare an EIS to
describe and analyze new management
priorities. One of  the most important
features of  the Draft EIS was to keep
intact the Red Cliffs Desert Reserve for
the threatened Mohave Desert tortoise,
despite pressure from local Washington

County officials to bisect it with a high-
way.
      The reserve has been in place for
20 years.  In the early 1990s, St. George
was booming and developers were making
millions.  As the area built up, people
noticed that the desert tortoise population
was plummeting, and the species was
listed as Threatened under the Endangered
Species Act.  Washington County and
the federal government came up with
an agreement that would allow devel-
opment of  over 350,000 acres of  land
outside the proposed reserve and the
killing of  1,169 tortoises. In exchange,
the Red Cliffs Desert Reserve would be
created to protect 61,000 acres of  occu-
pied and potential tortoise habitat from
development.
      Two decades later, the city is com-
plaining about the traffic congestion
that came with all that development.
They want to build a 6,350-acre utility
and transportation corridor smack in
the center of  the reserve.  And they say
the BLM promised to allow them to do
that in the Omnibus law, which created
the Red Cliffs NCA to protect the reserve.
      Actually, OPLMA just requires BLM
to “identify 1 or more alternatives for

a northern transportation route in the
County” when they develop a travel
management plan. In the Draft EIS,
BLM adhered to that stipulation and
included a right-of-way through the
reserve in one of  their alternatives.
However, just because the Omnibus leg-
islation required them to include such
an alternative didn't mean the BLM had
to choose that alternative. And they
didn't. Their analysis showed that a road
would undermine the purpose of  the
tortoise reserve, invalidate the county's
1996 agreement, and run counter to the
Omnibus law.  It would also go against
agency guidance for managing NCAs,
which prioritizes resource protection
over development.  
      Not choosing the city's preferred
alternative made the bureaucrats and
politicians of  Utah realize they could
not automatically dictate the terms of
the EIS this time. In response, they held
raucous, contentious, and confrontational
public meetings until the BLM gave
them their way.  The proposed plan now
includes a transportation corridor through
critical desert tortoise habitat.
      The draft EIS also reduced grazing
in some parts of  the Beaver Dam Wash
NCA to restore degraded vegetation
and provide more forage and protection
for desert tortoises.  The success of
revegetation projects, already low, is
even lower when livestock grazing con-
tinues while seedlings and young plants
are trying to get established.  Even this
reasonable precaution was too much
for local officials.  They apparently labor
under the misapprehension that when
the BLM says it's going to manage grazing
according to its laws, policies, and pro-
cedures, that means the agency can't
reduce grazing to protect other resources.
Likewise, the BLM seems to labor under
the misapprehension that they must do
what the locals tell them to do, because
they actually increased the number of
AUMs in the current version of  the doc-
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ument.
      The draft EIS also allowed for the
retirement of  grazing allotments when
they were voluntarily relinquished by
ranchers.  The current EIS removes that
provision, stating that relinquished allot-
ments will not be retired but may be
allocated to uses other than grazing.  But
if  the BLM won't defend voluntary relin-
quishments in this EIS, how likely are
they to reallocate allotments to something
other than grazing in the future?

     Oh, BLM.  You came so close to
almost doing some of  the right things.
Just as you were about to clear the low
bar of  responsible public lands man-
agement, local self-serving interests
came down hard and you caved to the
pressure.  Now, not only have you turned
away from the best available science to
favor development, but you've torn a
big hole in any incentive for those con-
cerned about conservation to come to
the table.  It doesn't work to go back

on a hard-won agreement and then
expect the same people to trust you
next time.  The supertanker of  grazing
politics has slammed into the frail craft
of  cooperation, leaving the wreckage
of  the 2009 OPLMA compromise float-
ing in its wake.
      WWP protested the proposed deci-
sion on October 3. 

Laura Welp is WWP’s Ecosystems
Specialist. She lives in Phoenix, AZ.

WWP in DC By Josh Osher

   WWP's dedication to native
wildlife and healthy ecosystems
often requires venturing beyond
our beloved western landscapes
and into the political wildlands of
Washington, DC.  Several times
each year, I travel to DC for meet-
ings with Congressional staff  and
administration officials to advocate

for policies that strengthen the public's right to
weigh in on land management decisions, prioritize science-based decision making, and ensure the integrity of  our
nation's most important environmental laws.  These visits often involve a combination of  advocacy for forward
thinking policy proposals such as voluntary permit retirement and fighting against an ever increasing array of  policy
riders that serve to further entrench extractive industries and undermine critical environmental protections.  
      Most of  my work in 2016 has been a reprise of  the past several years.  Greater sage-grouse conservation is almost
always the first item on the agenda.  WWP is one of  only a few organizations that even mentions that impact of
continued livestock grazing on the sagebrush ecosystem, and our efforts to highlight this issue have certainly helped
to educate and inform policy makers as they confront the oft told falsehoods promoted by the livestock industry.
This year's focus has been on ensuring that federal planning efforts are improved rather than abandoned, while also
trying to restore the backstop of  Endangered Species listing that Congress eliminated by appropriations riders for the
past two years.  
      Among the dozens of  anti-wildlife riders proposed in this year’s appropriations bills are several that have a direct
impact on WWP's work and mission.  Three of  the most troubling provisions involve requiring the federal agencies
to issue new permits for vacant grazing allotments without public input or adherence to other environmental laws and
regulations; allowing sheep ranchers to have veto power over federal land managers when determining if  domestic
sheep need to be removed to protect native Bighorn Sheep; and preventing the federal government from entering
into conservation agreements that involve the transfer of  water rights as mitigation for development or the improvement
of  watershed function.
      While educating Congressional staff  about these issues is a vital component for preventing destructive riders, it
is only one part of  the overall strategy.  It is equally important for members of  Congress to hear directly from you,
their constituents, about these issues.  Please take the time to call or email your Congressional Representatives,
particularly Senators, and tell them to oppose all anti-wildlife riders in the FY2017 appropriations bills.  Additionally,
please express your support for the Endangered Species Act and the National Environmental Policy Act.  

Josh Osher is WWP’s Montana Director and Public Policy Coordinator. He lives in Hamilton, Montana.
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Thank You for Your Continued Support!

       Every day the public lands, streams and wildlife throughout the West benefit because of  the work done by Western
Watersheds Project.  The agency management plans we challenge, the allotments we monitor, and the lawsuits we file
all help to protect and restore our western public lands.

•     Any size donation is greatly appreciated and makes a difference! Everything WWP does to influence the
restoration of  western public lands is based on a vision that western North America may be one of  the only places
on earth where enough of  the native landscape and wildlife still exists to make possible the restoration of  a wild natural
world.
•     Make a gift of  appreciated stock. Talk to your accountant or financial planner about the potential tax benefits
of  making this type of  donation.  
•     A gift through careful estate planning can make a lasting difference for WWP. A bequest, an arrangement
made in a donor’s will, is a simple and uncomplicated approach to planned giving. Other methods to facilitate a
planned giving donation include: charitable remainder trust, charitable lead trust and gift annuity.  It may be wise to
talk to your accountant or financial planner to fully understand the potential tax benefits of  different giving options.  
•     Help others learn about WWP! Recently, WWP supporters hosted events in Pocatello, Idaho and Berkeley,
California to help us spread the word about our important work.  You can host an event too and WWP will help.  We’ll
supply informational materials, send out email/printed invitations combining your guest list with local WWP
supporters, and even have a WWP representative attend a “meet & greet” which can be customized to your area of
interest or concern. 
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